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Hip Hop 101
The Chicago Dance Crash “Hip Hop 101” mini lecture demonstrations are 

interactive lessons and performances that dissect and then reassemble the 
various histories & movement forms that generally encapsulate the foundation of 
hip hop dance today. Each style begins with a brief introduction quickly followed 

by a performance, showcasing that movement aspect in action!

Lesson 2 - Tutting and Waving: Vocabulary

Tutting - A hip hop dance style that emphasizes the body’s ability to create 
               geometric shapes (such as boxes) and movements; predominantly with 
               the use of 90 degree angles. It generally focuses on the body’s     
               extremeties such as arms, hands and fingers.

King Tutankhamun or “King Tut” - The famous Egyptian pharaoh who Tutting 
                                                         is named after (although he did not invent or                                                          is named after (although he did not invent or 
                                                         inspire the dance form).

Egyptian Hieroglyphics or Hieroglyphs - The formal writing system used in 
                                                                  Ancient Egypt; these angled symbols 
                                                                  and pictures chiseled into stone walls         
                                                                  are the creative inspiration of Tutting.

Waving - An illusionary or “liquid” hip hop dance style composed of a series of  
               movements that give the appearance that a wave is traversing through                movements that give the appearance that a wave is traversing through 
               a dancer’s body.



Of the different dance styles introduced, which do you think 
seems like the most fun to do and why?

Have you ever seen this type of dancing before? When and 
where? Is there a specific dance move you’ve seen on the 
internet, TV or video games that fall under one of these 

styles?

The dancers spoke about how different art forms or aspects The dancers spoke about how different art forms or aspects 
of the world inspired these dance forms. Were you surprised 

to learn about the inspiration of these movement styles? 
What art forms, people or places have inspired you in forms 

of art you’re interested in?

Go to www.ChicagoDanceCrash.com to see more videos of Go to www.ChicagoDanceCrash.com to see more videos of 
the dancers you saw today. Can you find videos of them 

performing these types of dance styles? Do they seem any 
different in these formal performances than when they 

demonstrated them to you today? If so, how?  

Lastly, did you enjoy the class and performance by Chicago Lastly, did you enjoy the class and performance by Chicago 
Dance Crash today? Why or why not? Has watching them 

made you feel different at all about hip hop dance? 

Now that you’ve seen these 
styles in action; consider the 

questions below to ask yourself 
OR to discuss with your 

classmates! 

Hip Hop 101:
Post-Lesson 
Questions

for Study & 
Discussion.


